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Good News

Dr. Joy S. Pedersen
Joy S. Pedersen,
Founder of
Express Success
LLC, is a Licensed
Spiritual
Healer, Certified
Spiritual Health Coach, Certified
Law of Attraction Practitioner,
ordained minister and Doctor of
Divinity as well as a
noted business consultant and
networker with a
celebrated international clientele.
She works closely with individuals
and businesses of all sizes to
overcome their challenges with
money, relationships, career,
business, health and well being.
Using both 21st Century
technological advances and
established, time-honored
spiritual techniques, her work
includes clearing negative
memories, property and karma.
She is a spokesperson for
heaven and shares those
messages on the Express Success
blog. She authored the book
Wisdom of the Guardian:
Treasures From Archangel Michael
to Change Your Life. She was also

Oh my it's May!
I heard time was sped up so we could go through this shift faster. That's been going on
for a few years now. I have also heard that at some point it will begin to slow back
down. That day won't come too soon. Another day that won't come too soon is the
promised change in the world of finance. New systems are being put into place and
much work is going on behind the scenes to affect financial change for the masses. That
will be wonderful because so many struggle with money in one way or another.
One of the common issues clients want to work on is blocks to more money. There can
be many things contributing to money issues that we can address including personal
and family karma, limiting beliefs, fears, habits, perspective, etc. It was actually blocks
to manifesting money that originally caused me to look for a solution to releasing those
blocks. I could easily manifest a number of different things but couldn't seem to shift
my money at that time beyond my regular paycheck.
Gratefully, from doing this spiritual healing work, that changed. Where I had fear about
not enough money, I trust I will have enough and money comes more effortlessly than
ever before.
Because it is such a common topic, I thought I would share a message from Archangel
Michael on money. There may be many aspects to consider regarding money, but
hopefully this may broaden a perspective.
Wishing you wealth,
Joy

Do You Want More Money?

a contributing author to Big Bold
Business. Her chapter addresses
how your subconscious is either
supporting or sabotaging your
success.
Her pro bono work focuses on a
global peace and prosperity
initiative healing the cause of the
imbalances of life to the
atrocities affecting all.

To schedule a session
or a 15-minute getacquainted call,
contact Dr. Joy
Email or call 800-801-7597
Let's get to know each other,
the challenges you face and the
solutions I provide. If there's a
fit, we can decide together
what options are best for you.

Many of you think if you had more money, magic
would happen. That magic happens when you
don’t need money. Needing money means you
lack money. Not needing money, means you have
all the money in the world necessary for your
needs. When you don’t need something, you
aren’t coming from lack. When you come from
lack, you are coming from need. There is a
vicious cycle. Need begets lack, lack begets need.
Start today focusing on what you already have
and a knowing that whatever you need will be
supplied by your Source, your God, whether or
not you recognize how in the moment. You don’t have to know how. You only need be
receptive to it when it comes.
Recognizing it when it comes, however, is key because many times the Source gives to
you but you don’t recognize it’s delivery method. You anticipate the only way you will
receive something is the way you have received in the past. Not all vehicles remain the
same. Not all methods are consistent. Sometimes the Source can deliver one way one
week and choose another another week. He can be very clever and you need not worry
what vehicle He will choose. You just need pay attention to what is offered. Then as
money is presented, go within and ask. Is this the way I am to receive it? Is this for my
highest good?
If it feels right, choose to accept what is given and go with it. If you demand the Source
give to you in the way you desire to receive, you may limit yourself. Sometimes there’s
a reason you are given in one way versus another. It may be opening the door to
something else you would otherwise miss.
Pay attention. Listen, observe, and receive. Follow up with your inspirations rather than
discount them. Some of those inspirations may be leading you to a financial opportunity
although it may not be immediately evident.

Messages from
Heaven

Archangel Michael

For channeled messages from
God, angels and others, click.
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